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by Barry A. Crouch
In his recent novel Texas, James A. Michener creates a scenario where
the governor establishes a task force to "snap'l the Lone Star State "to
attention regarding its history." Instructed to compile a list of seven ethnic
groups whose "different cultural inheritances H had contributed
significantly to the state's history, it was to investigate the antecedents
of each group. Blacks were fifth on the task force's agenda, described
as being the "great secret of Texas history," their background "muted"
and their "contributions H to the historical development of the state
denied. J Although writing fiction, Michener clearly recognized the absence
of blacks in past writings about Texas history.
Peculiarly, the Lone Star state, although its background and history
are unique, has not attracted many individuals who want to explain the
complex nature of black history in Texas. Alwyn Barr summarized the
status of blacks throughout Texas history when he wrote that the "roles
of black people in the development of Texas have been signficant since
the sixteenth century, with the greatest influence in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries when blacks formed from 10 to 30 percent of the
population. ll There is cause for optimism. Since 1950, Barr continues,
"a growing number of black and white historians have begun to present
a more complex and sensitive understanding of institutions within the black
community, as well as a more objective view of efforts to attain equal
treatment." As a result, the "quantity and quality of writing on black
Texans during recent years is impressive" but many topics deserve addi-
tional attention. 2
What we now require, Barr contends, are "broad studies of slavery,
racial ideas, religious activities and beliefs, fraternal groups, and roles of
women." Other important topics for further consideration would be
"sports, violence, migration, and urbanization."3 Some of the gaps are
being filled but the Texas black population of the last century still require
incisive analysis into their social and political behavior, how they voted,
and how the individuals they elected to office performed in their tenure
in the state legislature. Here it is useful to provide a brief summary of
the published material that is available on the history of black Texans in
the latter third of the nineteenth century.
Even for the years following the Civil War when blacks first became
free and organized politically, books on Texas blacks are scarce. With
the exception of Carl M. Moneyhon's book on Reconstruction
Republicanism, which includes an extensive discussion of blacks and their
interaction with the Republican Party, little significant information has
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been printed. The University of Texas Press published Moneyhon's study
in 1980, but no book focusing on Texas blacks in the years from 1865
to 1874, or even later, no matter the theme, has been published under the
aegis of an outstanding or well-known press in the past fifteen years. Now
almost two decades old, there is only one general history of how and
through what means black Texans contributed to the state's development. 4
This is not an imposing compendium.
One can persuasively argue that the best overall perspective of Texas
during the immediate post-Civil War era is a doctoral dissertation com-
pleted in 1971. The intervening years have produced five books which con-
centrate solely on some phase of the Texas black experience from 1865
to 1900. Although black political participation is discussed in morc detail
than perhaps any other subject, there is much we do not know about how
these individuals worked within the system or how they related to the black-
and-white communities they served. In addition, a general survey delineates
their political role in a wider cultural context but because it is an over-
view the contribution of Texas blacks to political development is slighted. 5
Recent scholarship on the black community in the postwar South.
and specifically Texas, falls into two camps: (I) the new social historians.
who tell the story of Texas' blacks from their own perspective with a great
deal of sympathy; and (2) the new political historians. who have aban-
doned the Dunning view of Reconstruction for a more sympathetic treat-
ment of the hostile climate and sensitive issues faced by black politicians
and their white allies. Yet the latter historians, who often employ pro-
sopography, or collective biography, are critical of urban, middle-class
black politicians for failing to meet the needs of their rural, lowcr~class
constituents. 6 With some exceptions relating to their background, once
we meet these individuals they seem to be quite like all other politicians
in safeguarding the interests of themselves and those whom they served.
At the lowest common denominator, we direly need biographical
sketches of almost every elected Texas black official in the nineteenth cen-
tury. The lesser political officers, those who occupied positions as district
clerks, as did Johnson Reed of Galveston, or those holding elective of-
fices such as sheriffs, justices of the peace, inspectors of hides and animals,
and constables (who accounted for most of the elected black officials from
1870 to 1900) are barely known and should become part of a composite
picture of black leaders who integrated themselves into the Texas political
arena. Useful studies of local Reconstruction leaders and their influence
would undoubtedly aid in presenting a composite picture of all nineteenth-
century Texas black politicians. 7
A true pioneer in this regard is Donald G. Nieman. Combining politics
and criminal justice, he argues that blacks influenced the system in a
number of ways. Focusing upon Washington County blacks. who com-
prised approximately fifty-two percent of the county population between
1860 and 1890, he not only points out which political positions blacks could
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contend for, but how they were organized in the county, who the can-
didates were with some background, and which whites they supported in
various elections. Nieman has given us a careful and highly revealing look
at the political and judicial awareness of postwar Texas in a major county
which ranked first in the state in number of black inhabitants.
Although they "did not win a share of county offices equal to their
percentage of the population, and no black man received the party's
nomination for the powerful positions of sheriff, district judge, or county
judge," Nieman writes, they nevertheless were "not excluded from the
spoils." Winning most of the Republican nominations for the state
legislature during the 1870s and 1880s, blacks also "secured the party's
nomination for such county-wide offices as clerk of court and treasurer."
As Republican political organizations evolved over the decades and the
party relied even more heavily upon black voters, they continued to elect
black politicians to local and state offices. Later, they consistently won
two of the fOUf available seats on the county commission. 8 What Nieman
has done is probably impossible for every Texas county with a significant
postwar black population. What is required, however, before we can do
much at this level, is an interpretive monograph which synthesizes and
analyzes those blacks who served in the state legislature.
Texas certainly needs a large scale synthesis of those black politicians
who served their state in the latter third of the nineteenth century. The
recent appearance of a book focusing upon Texas black politicians during
this era provides an opportunity to explore in depth what we do and do
not know about these individuals. How do these black lawmakers com-
pare in background, experience, and characteristics to their brethren in
other states during the Reconstruction years and after? Merline Pitre argues
that "we still do not know very much about these [Texas] black legislators
who served the state from 1868 to 1898." It is interesting to compare the
geographical size of the two legislative districts. Colorado and Lavaca
counties each comprised a 950 square-mile area whereas Galveston County
was less than one-half the size of either at 430 square miles. 9
Unfortunately, the information we do possess about these mostly
unknown figures appears with alarming frequency and thus, little new
material has been forthcoming. A few of the more prominent black Texans
who were elected to state office, or who were major political party figures,
have received excellent treatment. Lesser known individuals, however,
largely have been passed over. Even some of the most important black
politicians have been written about only cursorily or need new explora-
tions into their background and career. The least we can now expect is
reliable information on the more important and well-known black
politicos. We also need to know what type of origins, especially slave or
free, from which these men emerged. Once they became elected officials,
how did they perceive their commitment to their black constituents?
Moreover, although Texas was predominantly rural, there was a major
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difference between those representing more urbanized areas, such as
George T. Ruby of Galveston, as compared to a more isolated and village
mentality situation of someone such as Benjamin F. Williams (the tallest
of all Twelfth Legislature members) who served Lavaca and Colorado
counties. In 1870, Galveston was a town of about 4,000 (the county com-
prised a total of 15,289 people; 3,236 blacks and 12,053 whites), and
Williams' two counties combined had a total population of 17,494 in-
habitants, split between 11,086 whites and 6,408 blacks. 10 It certainly would
aid our understanding of black lawmakers if we had some idea of the types
of black communities they represented. Again, most were agriculturally
based with blacks performing a majority of the farming labor, but clearly,
as the above demonstrates, they did not all exhibit uniform characteristics.
What is. now necessary is a composite analysis of the legislators.
Basically, we have some background on several black assemblymen, but
the material presented by Pitre in her survey has little that is new to
historians of Texas. A necessary corrective would be an overview of black-
white political relations over the last three and a half decades of the nine-
teenth century. Pitre, whose book is the first in five decades to deal solely
with black politicians, provides a biographical pastiche of most of the
legislators who served between 1868 and 1900, but focuses upon five
legislators. For these chosen five she indicates her interpretation of them
by providing descriptive and character assessment subtitles after their
names, suggesting what motivated them in their political careers. All bases
are covered as we get a militant, a party loyalist, an opportunist, an ac-
commodationist, and a "climber of sorts." II
Three of the newer prosopographical frameworks applied by
historians such as Thomas Holt to the South Carolina legislators and by
Barr and Barry A. Crouch to the Texas assemblymen are also helpful in
a general way in understanding the background and status of Texas black
legislators of the last century. What is required, as this essay attempts to
develop, is the employment of collective biographical techniques which
explore in greater detail Texas biracial politics, beginning with the end
of the Civil War. Although blacks did not vote until Congress assumed
control of Reconstruction in 1867 l they did begin to organize their com-
munities as soon as freedom became a reality.
It is important to understand the individual and collective behavior
of these black legislators. For example, consider the five black politicians
Pitre chose for "a preview." Undoubtedly they were influential, promi-
nent, and diverse. Ruby, the previously mentioned black Galvestonian,
who is well-known and much studied in historical circles, serves as a brief
case study. Although significant, and Pitre's essay on Ruby is an adequate
summary, he has been the subject of much attention by historians. Without
question the fullest and most interpretative examination of Ruby is
Moneyhon's detailed and critical examination of Texas' most famous
Reconstruction black politicians in Southern Black Leaders. In addition,
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there are two other journal articles on Ruby, plus additional material in
other essays, which are also quite satisfactory. 12
Using Pitre as a launching point to discuss and compare black
legislators reveals what we do and do not know about many of these politi-
cians. For example, she has chapters on Matthew Gaines and Robert L.
Smith l two men whose careers spanned the whole era of black political
participation (1868-1900) in the state legislature. Although Gaines (one
of the shortest men in the Twelfth Legislature at five feet tall) remained
an often mentioned but unexplored black enigma, Ann Patton Malone
left little unsaid in her careful and probing insights into the most radical
of Texas blacks.!l Robert L. Smith l surely one of the most important lat-
ter nineteenth-century black politicos, has received much less attention.
Any future investigator of Smith must use the Booker T. Washington
Papers at the Library of Congress, which will surely add a new dimen-
sion to Smith's career. His correspondence with the "Wizard of Tuskegee"
was quite extensive and more sharply delineates his role in the Texas black
community. 14
Blacks' 'held the ace card of the Republican party [sic] in their hand, "
states Pitre. Providing the basic support for the newly established Texas
organization, blacks not only "had votes" but numerical "power" as well.
Pitre believes that where blacks and the political arena are discussed, one
should always distinguish between "sources," "bases," and "exercise"
of power. Potential sources of power, according to Pitre's survey of black
lawmakers, such as "voting, holding office, favorable population distribu-
tion, economics, and wealth," were in themselves "passive and inert."
They might be "converted into real power only when appropriate means
for operationalizing them are available and utilized." In her estimation.
blacks failed to "operationalize."! ~
A specific instance in the life of Norris Wright Cuney exemplifies
Pitre's belief of how blacks missed opportunities to utilize their newly won
power. In 1877 a wildcat strike occurred among the black railroad workers
in Galveston. Wages, the black laborers complained, were so low they
could not support their families. According to Pitre, "some white leaders,"
who are not identified, "urged blacks to press the railroad company for
damage[s] and use violence if necessary to get what they wanted." Cuney
counseled otherwise, stating force would not aid their cause and troops
from Houston would simply quell the protest. Allegedly he told blacks
to return home and accept whatever wage they could get the following
day. "Although enraged," writes Pitre, "blacks dispersed peacefully."
Pitre cites two reasons for Cuney's action. One possibility is that "he
was working for white employers who wanted blacks to return to work."
The second is that Cuney, "being a climber of sorts," was "trying to
establish himself as a leader of these urban blacks." Neither answer seems
entirely satisfactory, although Pitre claims that "an analysis of this period
reveals" that the "actions of black leaders were impacted upon by whites."
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Perhaps Cuney was attempting to avoid what would have been a virtual
bloodbath for blacks, consequently making efforts to negotiate behind
the scenes. A state Democratic administration, hostile to blacks, would
not have been reluctant to follow such a policy of calling in armed troops
since this had occurred in other areas. Cuney dearly understood that he
was not negotiating from the strongest of positions, so he had to be most
tactful in trying to avoid violence. 16
Cuney needs much further analysis than Pitre could allot to him. He
was unquestionably a complex and gifted individual. As the most impor-
tant black Republican in post-Reconstruction Texas, he has not received
the historical attention that his importance warrants. This black Galveston-
ian (carrying on the tradition of Ruby), who led the Texas Republican
Party from 1883 to 1896, and described by the biographer of Governor
1ames Stephen Hogg as one of the "greatest political leaders in Texas, ft
still needs a solid monograph. Even a long essay would be welcomed. The
source material on Cuney is scattered, diverse, and not readily accessible.
There is no large body of Cuney papers. Moreover l Cuney probably has
been written about second only to Ruby, but to date his career has defied
a full analysis.
Pitre identifies Cuney as a "climber." He was certainly that and more.
Ambitious and politically astute, recent analyses provide no clearer percep-
tion of Cuney or the times within which he functioned than was heretofore
available. There is much more to be known about this black Texas power-
broker. After saying all this, it should be noted that Cuney was never
elected to the state legislature. His position as collector of customs for
the Port of Galveston gave him considerable influence in recommending
and dispensing offices to selected individuals. Because of his power, the
white leaders of the Republican Party respected Cuney and often listened
to his advice. Until something better appears. we will have to be satisfied
with Virginia Neal Ninze's master's thesis written in 1965. 17
The same difficulties are present with other legislators and politicians,
although less is known about them. Richard Allen is a prime example of
an intriguing individual who first became prominent during the turbulent
years of Reconstruction but whose background is somewhat muddled. His
role and status in local, state, and national Republican and convention
politics is not altogether certain. Pitre, in her recent survey of black
legislators, has attempted to fashion the notion that the Houstonian was
above all "an opportunist." That he may have been, but surely there was
more to his character and philosophy than simply getting ahead. Allen
might be described more aptly as a "survivor" because he was able to
continue his political participation longer than any other nineteenth-century
black leader.
Allen is a particularly fascinating individual both because of the area
from which he was eleeted and because of his longevity (relatively speaking)
in Texas politics. Born a slave in Virginia in the latter 1820s, he became
•
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a skilled artisan and was also literate. In the early years of Reconstruc-
tion (he was from a predominantly white district in Harris County). he
served on the county voter registration board, as a Union League organizer,
and filled Republican Party convention offices during these years. As a
contractor, he had, "by his industry and enterprise," purchased a "com-
fortable home" for his family. A member of the Radical wing of the
Republicans, Allen supported the interests of black voters and promoted
a black labor convention in 1869.
Allen succeeded in having two Houston organizations incorporated,
the Gregory Institute for black children and the Drayman's Savings Club.
In the legislature he joined an informal club of Radicals whose purpose
was to prevent the governor from vetoing bills which provided govern-
ment aid to railroads. He ended his political career as an at-large delegate
to the Republican national convention in 1896, the last political partici-
pant of the original Reconstruction legislators. 18 Allen's career and those
of his political brethren need more amplitude. In short, we continue to
be unenlightened about the lesser known black politicians, particularly
their social environment, but what we already know reappears with little
new additional information. It is time to move beyond these individuals
and explore others more intensively.
Although information is limited on many of these state politicians,
Pitre attempts a composite and comparative analysis of the forty-two (ac-
tually there were forty-three) nineteenth century black Texas legislators
and the ten who served in the constitutional conventions of 1868-1869 and
1875 or were delegates to the national Republican conventions. She con-
cludes that the "majority of these black politicians did not differ markedly
from most of those they sought to lead." The "average black lawmaker"
was born a slave, was dark complected. and the son of an "uprooted slave
immigrant. OJ During the Civil War he was probably a runaway slave rather
"than a soldier fighting beside his master." Their educational attainments
varied from illiteracy to higher education; one completed college. six had
either attended or finished a two-year normal school, three made it through
the elementary grades, and twenty-seven had a "rudimentary education."
Only four were uneducated.
Those black politicians who served the state of Texas in the post-Civil
War years through the Spanish-American conflict generally came from
the lower middle class. They, according to Pitre, were "far more fortunate
in term(s] of occupation and wealth than the overwhelming majority of
freedmen." While she believes there was distance between the leaders and
the masses according to social origins, "it was never as great as that which
existed in Louisiana and South Carolina. where the leadership consisted
of a disproportionately high number of mulatto and well-educated blacks
with considerable property." 19 On this latter point there is some reason
to be doubtful of Pitre's conclusion as a specific comparison between those
blacks who served in the Texas legislature and those who were elected in
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other states across the South suggests more similarities in their background
than otherwise believed.
There are models and earlier works upon which to draw for ideas
to prepare a study of Texas black politicians and from which material
can be extrapolated to make comparisons with other Southern state black
legislators. The one that immediately comes to mind is Thomas Holt's
superb monograph on South Carolina's black politicos. Through the use
of a combination of traditional archival sources and computer-generated
voting models, he tells us more than we have ever known about the inter-
and intra-racial contacts and dealings of South Carolina's first black elected
officials. In addition, the table which Holt uses in an appendix to chart
the backgrounds of blacks elected to the state legislature achieves its desired
purpose of demonstrating in a straight-forward manner the vital statistics
of these individuals. 20
A similar effort needs to be done for Texas. The primary materials
Holt used were extensive and these same kinds of original manuscripts
must be consulted in any future investigation of Texas black officeholders
and politicians. The amount of research necessary to piece together the
lives of black legislators in Texas is exemplified in the work of Moneyhon
on Ruby and Malone on Gaines. One must follow every lead possible when
reconstructing the background and contributions of black assemblymen,
whether in the Lone Star state or in the remainder of the South. Two other
works on black legislators, in Georgia and Louisiana, although not as
sophisticated as Holt's, also might be used as guides for future studies
of Texas black leaders. 21
Barr has provided a model for future scholars in his essay on "Black
Legislators of Reconstruction Texas." Let us briefly examine Barr's refined
analysis of the Twelfth Texas Legislature (1870) and the twelve blacks who
served in the House and the two who served in the Senate. It had been
claimed previously there were thirteen blacks in this legislature. Comprising
but twelve percent of the total number (120), in terms of state origin,
average age, occupation, literacy. economic status, leadership ability, and
their prewar condition, they •'reflected a striking diversity. 'I All these black
Lone Star state politicians came from outside Texas. with one possible
exception, Goldsteen Dupree. Only one Northerner. Ruby, was a member.
The fourteen state legislators averaged thirty-nine years of age. Their
occupational background involved a variety of different tasks as they made
their living through farming, ministering, mechanicing. or some other pro-
fession requiring skill. All but three seem to have been literate. They were
men on the rise as almost three-quarters held some form of property. None
could be considered wealthy but they did exhibit a certain material suc-
cess in their living. Because of their social and economic success they
generally had good relations with the white community_ Only four were
elected from areas with black majorities. 22
..
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Barr contends that these legislators were in agreement upon three ma-
jor issues: protection from violence for all people, particularly blacks;
education; and frontier defense for those exposed to attacks by the Native-
Americans. Economic issues also generated some unanimity in attempts
to protect the rights of laborers through a general strengthening of legal
rights. This included more carefully drawn apprenticeship and contract
labor laws, lien reform, and civil suit protection. Beyond this, the coali-
tion broke down, with each becoming more concerned about local needs
than the interests of the state-at-Iarge. Black legislators supported the
governor's vetoing of extraneous railroad legislation, but they never failed
to vote yea when the railroad interests were in their back yard.
A summary of voting records demonstrates that in their legislative
attitudes blacks reflected a concern for state government expenses balanced
against individual district needs. Black Texans did not vote for projects
which would excessively drain the state of funds. Fiscally responsible, they
often have been portrayed in precisely the opposite manner. In fact, they
performed little differently than their white Republican counterparts when
it came to deciding on the major issues of the day. In sum, these individuals
compare favorably to the background, behavior, and character traits of
black legislators found in recent analyses of the historians of other
Southern states during this period. It is necessary to compile this type of
information for all Texas black legislators before a comprehensive por-
trait can emerge. 23
A brief comparison of Texas black Reconstruction lawmakers with
those of other states, especially South Carolina and Louisiana,
demonstrates similarities in background. education. and occupation, con-
trary to Pitres assertion. Birthplace and economic status reveal greater
differences. South Carolina black politicians' origins and orientation were
basically "bourgeois. If But because of enough "differences in socio-
economic background" these same legislators demonstrated divergent
views on some of the important issues of the day. In Texas, there were
but two prewar free blacks (fifteen percent) whereas South Carolina had
twenty-five percent. When comparing slave background. occupations, and
education the differences between Texas, Louisiana. and South Carolina
black leaders, according to Barr, seems "minimal."
There were differences. Only one Texas black Reconstruction legisla-
tor was a native, but ninety percent had been born in the South compared
to South Carolina's and Louisiana's approximate seventy percent. Only
forty-six percent of the South Carolinian's held property. while seventy-
one percent of the black Texans did, as did a majority of the Louisianians.
One factor is clear: Texas blacks could not rely upon a large class of prewar
free blacks to assume leadership roles as could Louisiana and South
Carolina because the Lone Star state had only 355 free blacks on the eve
of the CiviJ War. 24 Unquestionably, further analysis and comparison of
Texas black legislators to those of other Confederate areas is necessary.
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In other Deep South states (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and Missis w
sippi), unlike Texas, about two-thirds of the black legislators came from
districts with black majorities. Those elected from other areas needed the
assistance of white Unionists who supported the Republican Party_ Even
though blacks composed a large majority of the popular base in Texas,
they were not able to assume significant leadership positions. In the Lone
Star state the upper echelon of the Republican Party was dominated by
whites. Because Texas had a smaller black populace than either South
Carolina or Louisiana, there were few predominantly black districts and
therefore, legislators. Nevertheless, the profile of the constituencies. voting
records, and biographies of all the legislators from Texas, Louisiana, and
South Carolina, asserts Barr, "seem similar in many ways."
Interesting distinctions did occur. Regardless of economic
background, Texas black legislators voted for bills to aid laborers unlike
their counterparts in South Carolina. Texas was a new state with a small
free black population before the war, so economic divisions between blacks
were not nearly as pronounced as they were in older areas such as South
Carolina and Louisiana. As is well known, those two states had large,
active, and economically solid free black enclaves during the antebellum
years. "Yet on broader economic issues," Barr observes, black Texans
"showing a greater diversity of voting patterns which, as in South Carolina,
seemed to be based upon both regional interests and socio-economic
factors. "
Overall, the Texas Reconstruction black legislators evinced an interest
in the legal, political, educational, and economic matters of the black com-
munity, which is contradictory to some of the conclusions reached by Pitre.
According to Barr, these individuals had "achieved leadership experience,
economic stability, and literacy" before they were elected to the legislature.
Although they had almost no political experience, they quickly learned
to function within the electoral system. Committed to the Republican Party
and their black supporters, these Reconstruction legislators also
demonstrated diverse economic patterns when the various interests of their
respective districts demanded it. Monolithic on some subjects, they were
cognizant of local, party, and state necessities. They responded
accordingly. B
Past organizational models have not been informative about the per-
sonal data for Texas blacks who were elected to one of the pinnacles
of state political success or served in the constitutional conventions and
delegates to national Republican conventions. During the previous fifteen
years much material has been accumulated about black state legislators
and non-elected politicians. No one has seen fit to organize it into an
understandable pattern. Moreover. the nuances and subtleties of what this
group of men endured and how they went about their political duties has
eluded most historians in attempting to weave a coherent interpretation.
Instead of past efforts where historians have separated Texas black
11-,
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legislators into unnecessary categories, a mOTe organized and easy reference
now seems necessary. This background information needs to be assimilated
into one table to make it easily accessible for future scholars to consult.
Logically, a more convenient way to convert the information we know
about these individuals into usable form would be an appendix such as
the one which is developed at the end of the essay (Appendix A). It pro-
vides a more succinct analysis of who and where these men came from
as well as supplemental gleanings about other aspects of their background
and status. Such a chart is more comprehensive than Barr's, who confined
his efforts to one legislature. It also combines all the material presented
by Pitre and others into a convenient background format. A collective
study of all nineteenth century Texas black legislators would raise new
questions and give us a better answer to the political problems faced by
black legislators and other pglitical officials. The precarious nature of a
black's position in the community vis-a-vis their own people had to be
balanced against the power and influence of whites. Even those blacks
who came from areas that were predominantly black had to direct
themselves on a delicate course. Fear of violent retaliation from whites
for engaging in politics was an ever-present reality.
Nineteenth-century Texas black politicians need more extensive
analysis than they have hitherto received. Pitre's book published in 1985,
is a beginning, but her work is somewhat confusing and a little ex-
asperating. What is now required are more journal pieces and, for some,
book-length assessments of black leaders who have been ignored or only
briefly sketched. Such portraits should relate these black politicians to their
local communities in order to set the stage for their sojourn into county
and state politics. Barr's recent analysis of black legislators in Reconstruc-
tion Texas is a good, but modest, beginning.
Barr's analysis is one model to follow as are the works of Holt on
South Carolina, Vincent on Louisiana, and Drago on Georgia. Addition-
ally, the collective biographical data, which is outlined for Texas black
politicians in Appendix A, provides an introduction for making com-
parisons of the background for Texas black lawmakers and those who
served in other legislatures across the South. From this groundwork a com-
posite picture could be painted which would deepen our horizons of the
areas from which Texas black state leaders emerged and the type of
political experience they gained from this process. A detailed analysis such
as this, including all other political roles, would present a clearer picture
of these individuals. In short, a prosopographical approach would
enlighten alL
Texas state historiography has progressed to the level where blacks
can be taken on their own terms, without the intrusion of nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century racial stereotypes, or even later, as a model for
viewing their behavior. Black Texans as actors in the political arena in
the final thirty-five years of the last century deserve better treatment and
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more detailed analyses than they have received in past writings. Unques-
tionably, their accomplishments have to be weighed against their failures,
for there were both, but it will have to be a finely crafted study interweaving
political, social, and economic history. The problem is that before we con-
tinue to examine and compare Texas black legislators with those in other
states, we need more biographical and background information on a ma-
jority of the Texas individuals who were involved in state politics.
From many past writings we get some isolated sense of what the black
political experience was like but the social sphere and economic aspects
of these legislators, individually and collectively, need intensive investiga- •
tion. More studies concentrating solely upon blacks are necessary and
welcome. Before we fully understand postwar black Texans, we need much
more information about prewar blacks. This is a very difficult task since
only recently has there been a published study of slavery in Texas. With
the necessary antebellum history now available, one essential part of the
puzzle has been completed. For now, however, we will have to be content
with a poor foundation regarding the nineteenth-century black political
experience.
APPENDIX A
The following is a summary of the background data available on
Texas black politicians. 1868-1900. Most has been compiled from secon-
dary data, but it is the first time, to my knowledge, that it has been
presented in such a format. Questionable information is indicated by
brackets. The following abbreviations are used for legislative offices and
convention delegates.
cc:
SR:
SS:
RNC:
Constitutional Convention
State Representative
State Senate
Republican National Convention
a. ALD:
b. AD:
c. ALAD:
d. DD:
e. DAD:
At-Large Delegate
Alternate Delegate
At-Large Alternate Delegate
District Delegate
District Alternate Delegate
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND DATA FOR TEXAS BLACK POLITICIANS, 1868-1900
OccupaUon
Offices and Dates County Prewar Status Color Year of Birth Blrthplan Prewar Postwar Education Wealth Sources
David SR,74
Abner, Sr. Ce,7S Harris slave b 1820 AL farmer farmer literate 35,000[?] 1,4,6
[Abnar] 10,16
Richard SR,70,73 mechanic
Allen DDRNC,68,76 Harris slave b 1826 VA builder bridge literate home 2,4,6 ~>ADRNC,80 1830? carpenter contractDr 10,12, ~ALDRNC,84,96 14,22,23
'":3
Edward Montgomery t".:l~Anderson Harris slave b [1834] farmer 4 >w
Alexander SR,S9 Hearne 4,6, :I:Asberry DDRNC,88 Robertson slave b 1861 TX Profess. 12,14,15 ~ALDRNC,92 Academy 0
HAP. Bassett SR,87 Grimes 4 ~(5
Thomas SR,74,79 Madison 1,4,10 >-
Beck 81 Grimes 11839] MS farmer t""I
Edward J. Brown SR,74 Harrison 11840] Al carpenter 1,4,10,16 >-enCI1
DW. Burley SR,70 Robertson free b 1844 VA 22,23 00
Charles W. Bryant CC.6B Harris slave lJ [1840] KY minister literate 2,3,4,9,10 >
Wa"er M. S5,74,76 0--3.......0Burton 79,81 Fort Bend slave \1629] NC farmer farmer lilerate 1,4.6.10. Z
ADRNC,72 14,15
Silas (Giles) SR,70 4,1,12,
Cotlon Robertson slave [1814] SC farmer farmer illiterate 16,22,23
Norris DDRNC,72
Wright 76,80 Galveston slave m 1846 TX Customs private 4,6,10,
Cuney ALDRNC.84 inspector 15,18,19
88,92 01w
C11
"""SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND DATA FOR TEXAS BLACK POUTICIANS, 1868-1900
Occupatioo
OffICII lod Dates County Prewar Status Color Year of Birth BIrthplace Prewar Postwar EducaUon Wealth Sources
Stephen CC,6B carpenter iII~efate 2.3,4,
Curtis Brazos slave b 11806) VA laborer 8.9
B.B. ("Bird") GG,75 Wharton slave /1827) NC farmer 1,4 t::I:]
Davis [1635) >
R. Goldsteen Dupree SR,70 Montgomery [1846) TX literate 4,22,23 ~
""3
R.J. SA,79 Grimes 1.4,6, t::I:]
Evans DDRNG.84 Robertson slave 1854 LA teacher common 15 ~
r:J':JJacob E. SR,74 Waller ::x:Freeman 79 Fort Bend slave b [1841] AL mechanic 1,4 ED
Matthew S5,70 blacksmith 1armer 2,4,10,12. >-30
Gaines 73 Washington slave 1840? LA sheep· minister literate 14.21,22, ::0
herder 23 t=.i
>
Harriel G. SR,79 blacksmith 1,4, t"""
Geiger 81 Robertson [1839) SC lawyer 15 :>r:J':J
Melvin Goodin CC,75 Walker 4,11 r:J':J0
B.A. Guy SR.79 Washington slave &1842) VA farmer 1,4 0>Nathan SR,93 4,12,14 l-3~
H. Haller 95 Brazoria slave 1845 SC blacksmith 15,21 0Z
Jeremiah teacher
Hamilton SR,70 Washington slave &1839] TN carpenter litera1e 1 lot 22,23
William SR.76 teacher 4,10
H. ALAORNC,76 Waller slave m 1841 TX principal Oberlin 12,15
Holland ACDRNC,BO Post Office 24
Wiley W. CC,68 shoe· 3,4,8,9,
Johnson Harrison slave b AR maker 10,16
:.
'I
'. J
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SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND DATA FOR TEXAS BLACK POLITICIANS, 1868·1900
Occupation
Offices and Dales Counly Prewar Sta1us Color Year of Birth Birthplace Prewar Postwar EducalioD Wealth Sources
Mitchell M, Ce,68 farmer 2,4,8.9.10
Kendall SR,70 Harrison slave b [1818] GA blacksmith blacksmith literate $2,400 16,22,23
Robert A. SR,81 barber 4,6,
Kerr ALADRNC,6B Bastrop m 1833 LA shipping· common 10,12.
92 clerk 15 M
D.C. ("Doc") Lewis SR,81 Wharton 11844] farmer 1,4 >00
>-3
Ralph Long Ce,6B Limestone slave b 1843 TN farmer 3.4,8,9 >-3
Lloyd H. McCabe CC,75 Fort Bend free 1847 NY teacher 1,4 t<:1common x
James McWashington Ce,68 Montgomery salve b 1840 AL farmer $500 3,4,8.9,10 >00
Elias [Elius] SR,79 Grimes farmer 4,12 ~[jjMayes 89 Brazos slave 1831 AL farmer minister common 15,21 0-3
David Medlock SR,70 Limestone slave b 1824 GA minister illiterate $250 4.17.22,23 0:;0
John SR,70 blacksmith $3,750 1,4. (=i
>Mitchell eC,75 Burleson slave [1837J TN farmer farmer 10.22 t""
Henry SR,70 slave 1,2,4, >rnMoore 73 Harrison (purchased [1816] AL farmer farmer illiterate $3,000 10,16, 00
freedom) managerial 22.23 00
R.J. Moore SR.83,85,87 Washingfon m TX teacher literate 4,12,15,21 ~
Sheppard CC,68 2,4,8,9, 0
Mullins SR,70 McLennan slave b 1829 AL blacksmith blacksmith Irterate 5 lots 10,22,23 Z
Edward A. SR.91 San teacher
Pal10n Jacinto [1859] TX farmer 1,4,21
Henry Phelps SR,73 Fort Bend slave /1830] VA farmer mefate 1,4
William CC,75 4,6,
Reynolds DDRNC,72 Waller free MD teacher college 10,12
Walter Ripetoe S5,76,79 Harrison 1838 AL teacher 4,16 i,,1l01
1:11
0)
SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND DATA FOR TEXAS BLACK POUTICIANS, 1868·1900
Occupation
Onlces and Dates County Prewar Status Color Year of Birth Birthplace Prewar Postwar Education Wealth Sources
Shack R, SR,73 4,10,11,
Roberts 74,76 Harrison slave b \18211 AR minister 15.16
George T. CC,6B ed"or 2,3,4,6, l%jRuby 55,70,73 Galveston free b 1841 NY reporter teacher common 1 10\ 7,8,9,10, >
ALDRNC,68,72 22.23 wf-3
Andrew L. Sledge SR,79 Washington slave 1854 TX minister 4,12,15 "'"3t:rj
Robert SR.95 principal 4,5 ~
L. Smith 97 Colorado free b 1861 SC agrarian Atlanta 6,12 >[J)
ALADRNC,96 leader University 15,21 ~
Henry Sneed SR,76 Waller 118491 TX farmer 1,4 Ul>-3
James teacher Yale, 4,12 0::l:l
H, Stewart SR,B5 Robertson slave 1857 LA principal Prairie View 15,21 .....l..l
James H, SR,73 Grimes teacher Oberlin 4,6, >t-<
Washington ALADRNC,72 Galveston free VA principal College 10.12 >
Benjamin 0, wheelwright 2,3,4, r:nrn
Watrous CC,68 Washington slave b 1831 TN minister literate $600 8,9,10 0(')
Allen teacher 1,4, :;
M, Wilder SR,73 Washington slave \1843) NC engineer layer 10 ""'3.....
0
Benjamin CC,68 barber 1,2.3,4, Z
F, SR,78 slave b [1825} AL minister literate 4 lots 6,8,9,10,
Williams DDRNC,72 Colorado [VA] merchant mechanic 15,22
Richard SR,70 minister 1,4,
Williams 73 Walker slave 1823 SC blacksmith mechanic illiterate $1,000 22,23
George W, Wyatt SR.83 Waller (1848] TX teacher common 1,4
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